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into use as a formal process to manage software
development in OOPSLA 96 [11]. The experiments
designed by Schwaber y Sutherland to manage software
development are included in the agile models list of Agile
Alliance [10].
In [13] some implementations of SCRUM are mentioned.
Takeuchi y Nonaka [15] observed for the first time diverse
variants of the approach of such a methodology for the
development of new products with small high
performance equipments in enterprises like Fuji-Xerox,
Canon, Honda, NEC, Epson, Brother, 3M, Xerox and
Hewlett-Packard. Coplien [3] indicated a similar approach
applied to software development in Borland. Besides
Sutherland [13] used a refined approach of this process to
development in Smalltalk and Schwaber [11] and to
production in Delphi.
SCRUM is nowadays, used by big and small companies,
including Yahoo, Microsoft, Google, Lockheed Martin,
Motorola, SAP, Cisco, GE, CapitalOne and the USA
Federal Reserve [4].
Its basis is team work motivation and an agile reaction to
change oriented to the final result. Those projects which
requirements change rapidly are presented as the most
appropriate ones for its application.
Its main
characteristics may be summarized in [1]:

Software development is carried out through
iterations, named Sprints, which last for 30 days. The
result of each one of these is a feasible increase that
is shown to the client.

Meetings all along the Project; it is noteworthy that
the development team meets daily and briefly, only
for 15 minutes, for coordination and integration.
The practices applied by SCRUM to maintain an agile
control in the project are: i) revision of iterations, ii)
incremental development, iii) evolutionary development,
iv) team self-organization and v) collaboration.
The key roles, artifacts and main events are summarized in
Figure 1.

ABSTRACT
In order to manage projects efficiently, agile
methodologies for software development tools that
improve production processes have emerged. This paper
discusses the adaptation and implementation of the
SCRUM methodology in a software development
company of the NEA (Northeast Argentina) used under a
strategic management approach, redesigned for its use in a
microenterprise. The challenge was to achieve an effective
technological linkage (between management and systems)
oriented to the innovation in simplifying and streamlining
roles in implementing the methodology. In the paper, we
introduce the subject theoretically and then expose the
practical aspects of the case and analyze the results.
Keywords: SCRUM, Software Engineering, Case
Study in NEA, University-Business, Interdisciplinary
Work.
1. INTRODUCTION
Scrum
Software engineering [12] includes every aspect of the
software production, from the initial stages of system
specification up to maintenance after the software has
been used. Within this area the methodology [8], allows to
determine the tasks to execute in order to improve the
effort gained by the human resources team involved.
The term SCRUM refers to a strategy. It was originally
coined in rugby, and it is understood as to put back into
the game a lost ball, in which the whole team cooperates
and decides quickly the next step.
Scrum is an iterative, incremental [14] framework for
projects and product or application development. It
structures development in cycles of work called Sprints.
These iterations are no more than one month each, and
take place one after the other without pause.
As agile methodology specifically referred to IS, in 1993,
Jeff Sutherland [14] applied the model SCRUM to the
development of software in Easel Corporation (Enterprise
that in the macro games of buying and merging would end
up uniting in VMARK, then in Informix and finally in
Ascential Software Corporation). In 1996 Sutherland
presented, together with Ken Schwaber, the practices put
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print Assessmeent: At the Spprint review meeting,
m
the
Sp
Teaam presents wh
hat was develooped during th
he Sprint to
thee Product Owneer and any otheer stakeholderss who want
to attend. After the
t Sprint revieew and prior to
t the next
Sprrint planning meeting,
m
the SccrumMaster allso holds a
Sprrint retrospective meeting inn order to enccourage the
Teaam to revise, within
w
the Scrum
um process fram
mework, its
dev
velopment process to makee it more efffective and
enjoyable for the next
n Sprint.
CRUM Files
SC
Wiithin the generated files [9] andd [4] are mentio
oned:
Pro
oduct Backlog. It is a high levvel file for the Project,
P
and
it is
i evolving con
nstantly. It cont
ntains generic descriptions
d
of all
a the requirem
ments, desired fu
functionalities, etc.,
e ranked
acccording to its business
b
value. It contains esttimates, for
thee business valu
ue as well ass the developm
ment effort
req
quired. User Story
S
is a ter
erm very mucch used to
dessignate the Product Baccklog requireements or
fun
nctionalities.
Sprrint Backlog. It describes in detail how thee team will
imp
plement the req
quirements duriing the next Sp
print. Tasks
aree divided in hou
urs, with a maxximum of 16 ho
ours. If this
hap
ppens, tasks must be dividedd in a more dettailed way.
Thee tasks in the Sprint Backlog aare not assigned
d but rather
perrformed by team
m members the way they best consider
c
it.
Bu
urndown. It is a public grraphic that meeasures the
am
mount of unresollved requiremennts in the Project Backlog,
at the
t beginning of each Sprint. T
The progress off the project
can
n be seen when drawing a linee that connects the dots of
all finished Sprintts. The commonn thing is that this line be
desscending (in casses in which evverything goes right,
r
in the
sen
nse that the reequirements aree well defined
d since the
beg
ginning and th
hey do not vaary) until it reaches
r
the
horrizontal axis, in
n which case thhe project has en
nded (there
aree no more unreesolved requirem
ments in the Backlog).
B
If
durring the processs new requirem
ments are added the straight
linee will have asccending slope iin some segmeents, and if
som
me requirementts are modifiedd, the slope will
w vary or
eveen worth zero in
n some stretchees.

Figure 1. Key roles, artifacts,
a
and priincipal events inn
SCRUM [4]]
Sprint
Sprint phaase is the one in which softtware developm
ment
takes placee. It consists off a selected list of requirementts to
be implem
mented in the neext iteration, seelected by the te
team
together w
with the Scrum Master and Pro
oduct Owner inn the
Sprint plannning meeting.
Roles
In Scrum, there are threee roles: The Prroduct Owner, The
Team, andd The Scrum Master [4]:
The Prod
duct Owner: is responsiblee for maximizzing
return onn investment (ROI) by id
dentifying prodduct
features, ttranslating thesse into a priorittized list, decidding
which shoould be at the top
t of the list for
f the next Sprrint,
and continnually re-priorritizing and refining the listt. In
some casees, the Product Owner and thee customer aree the
same persoon.
The team
m: is responsibble for building the product the
customer w
will use, it is “sself-organized” (self-managingg), it
has a highh degree of auutonomy and responsibility,
r
and
there is noot a project leaader. The Team
m decides whaat to
commit too, and how to do the best to
t accomplish that
commitmeent. It usually consists of seven
n people.
El SCRU
UM Master: is
i responsible for the SCR
RUM
functioninng in the projectt. He takes caree of the aspectss the
organizatioon needs, accoording to his kn
nowledge and / or
experiencee with the modeel. And also he takes care of thhose
aspects thhat other people lack knowledge of. He maakes
sure everyyone (includingg the Product Owner
O
and thosse in
managemeent) understandds and followss the practicess of
Scrum, annd they help leead the organizzation through the
often diffi
ficult change reequired to ach
hieve success w
with
agile deveelopment. The ScrumMaster protects the teeam
from outsside interferencce, and educates and guides the
Product Owner and the Team.
T

SC
CRUM Phases
Thee methodology proposes the foollowing three phases
p
[7]:
Pla
anning Phase:
Pla
anning: the teaam, tools, and development system are
deffined. The Prod
duct Backlog is created as welll as the list
of known requirements togetherr with their priorities, and
thee needed efforrt to perform it is estimatted (Sprint
Baccklog).
Architectural Deesign: the archhitecture of the product is
deffined. It has to
o be one that ppermits to imp
plement the
req
quirements.
Development Ph
hase: it is the agile part, in which the
ped in Sprints. Each Sprint includes
i
all
sysstem is develop
trad
ditional stages in software deevelopment: reequirements
surrvey, analysis, design,
d
implemeentation and deelivery.
Co
ompletion Pha
ase: it includees integration, testing y
doccumentation. It indicates the iimplementation
n of all the
req
quirements, leav
ving the Producct Backlog emptty.

SCRUM M
Meetings
SCRUM conducts thee monitoring and the Prooject
managemeent through thhree meetings that make up the
model [6]::
Sprint Plaanning: The baases for the plan
nning are the cllient
business nneeds and priorities. At this stage it is also
determinedd which funnctionalities will
w
the prodduct
incorporatte after the nextt Sprint and how
w.
Sprint Moonitoring: a brrief, daily meetting, no more tthan
15 minutees, in which eaach member off the team expllains
the tasks tthey are workinng in, if any diffficulty has arouused
or if any is already annticipated, and updates upon the
he remaining w
work
Sprint baccklog the finishhed tasks, or th
time.

2. EXPERIIMENT
Co
ompany origin
Thee methodology
y exposed abbove, was app
plied to a
com
mpany, physiccally located in Corrientes province,
offfering software development seervices in the NEA
N
region
of the country. It was set upp by the inteegration of
pro
ofessionals and
d advanced stuudents from the
t
careers
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Graduates in Systems (UNNE1) and Engineering in
Information Systems (UTN2- FRR) in order to face
together the first and unique job opportunity, to develop a
full software system, that includes sales and client
management, stock list, accounting and logistics, among
others, for a furniture company from Formosa province.
The company was originally composed of three founding
partners, whom estimated that the project requested by the
contractor, will consume a first developing stage of
between 12 and 15 months, followed by a trial period of 6
months and the corresponding system maintenance.

It is simple: it is easy to transfer knowledge to others, who
will understand it thus being able to put it into practice.
There is a need for a SCRUM Master who understands his
role and who’s willing to carry it out with dedication, and
a team that will self-manage.
Emphasizes visibility: it is a vital factor of SCRUM that
the progress achieved is visible, that is to say, that the
deliverables be functional and probable. There is a key
moment in which that characteristic reaches its peak,
during the Sprint Review, moment in which the team
presents the progress made in the last Sprint. On top of
this, the client may decide to put into production the
already developed stuff, and thus determine the beginning
of the recovery of his investment.
It has clear rules and roles: Every activity and workflow
is defined explicitly by the use of clear norms. The
SCRUM Master role makes it possible and controls that
these rules are obeyed.
It is based upon personal commitment: the team is
committed to implement certain functionality in a certain
time (generally 15 days duration Sprints). It does not have
power over ‘what’ only over ‘how much’ (how much can
be done in a Sprint) and ‘how’ (it is responsible for the
technical solution).
It solves problems day by day: the daily SCRUM
meetings are, in an effective way, good for detecting
problems, carry out a daily monitoring, and planning to
the short term, thus they permit to materialize and
optimize the use of time.
It allows carrying out agile measurements: these
measurements facilitate feedback. For example: team’s
developing speed can be measured; it is possible to
compare progress time among different Sprints and
projects that later facilitate and incorporate accuracy to the
process of time estimation and budgeting.

Company’s structural situation
Nowadays, the company is at the beginning of the creative
entrepreneur stage, which first crisis was the emergence of
a great deal of transactions that escape control without a
formal tool.
The PyMES3 current conformation is interdisciplinary,
formed by 2 (two) University Application Programmers, 2
(two) Graduates in Management and 3 (three) Engineers in
Information Systems, whom through a rudimentary
procedure intended to control their transactions. However,
when business opportunities arise, and in order to make
profit out of them, it is necessary to have the support of an
organizational structure according to the requested
characteristics.
Origin of the problem
After an organizational diagnostic, carried out by
Management professionals, the following problems and
their associated risks could be identified [2]:
Inadequate Organizational Structure: the risk arises
due to the lack of experience and / or lack of management
knowledge of the software enterprises founders. As a
consequence these companies tend to remain stuck in a
certain development and growth level in which the
structure cannot bear the increasing trading volume.
Inefficient Project Management: This is linked with the
software production area, where development is tailormade. In this process, the production costs that are
incurred have a high impact in total costs, mainly,
developing hours (hours - man), which if not managed
appropriately may provoke an important loss for the
company. These represent 90% of total costs in most
projects. Linked closely to this problem, it is the budgeting
process, at this point it is vital to have an estimation as
close as possible to the reality. Besides, there is an
essential factor in project management: the team work; to
find the optimum way to deal with it, flexibly and
according to the installed capacity, which will be the key
to success.

SCRUM Implementation
After the organizational diagnostic carried out by
specialists in Management, the process of SCRUM
implementation started. It consisted in three stages:
1. In the first place, the development team suggested
this methodology as the most adequate one to
strengthen the company’s projects management. This
proposal was verified with the management report of
the Management specialists. A training meeting in
SCRUM methodology was arranged. In this meeting,
the most important concepts and principles of the
Agile Movement and a theoretical basis of SCRUM
were exposed, and then the application concepts were
both presented and discussed. After this stage, all
members of the company had a clear understanding
of the adopted methodology.
2. SCRUM Application to an ongoing Project: at this
stage, the management team had to design and take
over the role of SCRUM facilitators. They had the
objective of guiding developers in the application;
that is to say, apply all the conceptual contents
learned, in an ongoing project in the company, thus
accomplishing the theory-practice relationship in
reality.
3. The innovation at this stage was linked to the fact
that the role of SCRUM Master was not formally
assumed by any developer, the idea was to encourage
the team self-management and that every member
should have knowledge of the responsibility that it
implies. Thus it was decided that the mentioned role

SCRUM selection reasons
Because of the stated above, the objective is: to strengthen
the company’s operative management, by means of using
a formal tool, one that is adequate to the business profile
and also that provides a more agile and flexible view with
management principles and guidelines to innovation in its
application.
Next, the main advantages that support the choice for this
methodology over other existing ones are mentioned:
1

UNNE: Universidad Nacional del Nordeste – Facultad de
Ciencias Exactas y Naturales y Agrimensura
2
UTN: Universidad Tecnológica Nacional – Facultad
Regional Resistencia
3
PyMES: Small and Medium Enterprises
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was rrotational amonng the members from one Sprinnt to
the otther.
Moniitoring of SCRU
UM application
n in the companny: it
was supported by the management team in ttheir
facilittators role. A web
w service of shared storing was
impleemented in ordeer to carry out the tracking off the
project’s documeents (working
g hour chaarts,
Burnddown, etc.).

Sprrint Duration
It was
w agreed to use Sprints of 155 working dayss during the
wh
hole project, succh a time was ddefined as suitab
ble because
it had
h been decided to generate constant contaact with the
clieent and thus respond
r
approppriately to thee requested
chaanges and to thee possible probllems that could
d arise.
acklog
Functionalities breakdown of thhe Product Ba
Thee Product Backlog
B
functtionalities wh
hich were
preeviously priorittized in agreeement with th
he Product
Ow
wner were brok
ken down basedd on the team’’s technical
exp
perience, in concrete and manageable tasks.
t
The
objjective was to determine sim
mple tasks that allow a
praactical assignmeent more conveenient and thatt at the end
of the Sprint theree was a functioonal deliverablee, visible to
thee client.

The Projeect
The studyy case in whichh the exposed methodology was
applied, tackled the execution of
o an integra
rated
managemeent software system for a furniture facctory
network loocated in Formoosa province.
The follow
wing roles weree assigned to thee participants:
 The PProduct Owner: one the case peculiarities
p
is that
the P
Product Ownerr is outside Co
orrientes provinnce.
This ddetermined thatt the communiccation between him
and tthe team was made
m
through e-mail,
e
Messennger,
Skype,
etc.,
s
supported
by
y
post-plannning
docum
mentation and online
o
reviews.
 The PProject focusedd more towardss self-managem
ment
than tto the SCRUM Master prevaleence.
 Faciliitator team (adm
ministrators): th
hey were in chaarge
of ppromoting the SCRUM ap
pplication and of
includding a holistic view upon softtware developm
ment
manaagement.
 The development team
t
members,, constituted bby 5
(five)) Analysts-proogrammers: haad an active role
durinng the whole SC
CRUM applicatiion process.

Tasks Estimation
n: Use of Pokerr Planning
own functionalitities into tasks, there was a
Aftter, breaking do
gen
neral view of th
heir volume. It w
was specified:
 Task Name.
 Work Order.
 Time Estimattion.
mments for its execution.
 Technical com
In order to carry out the tasks eestimation time, the Poker
Plaanning techniqu
ue was used: eeach member of
o the team
had
d a pack of 13 cards (Figure 2). Each time that a task
sho
ould be estimateed, it was selectted a card that represented
r
its time estimation
n (in developingg hours) and it was placed
witth the numbers facing down on the table. On
nce all team
meembers selected
d their cards, thhese were turneed up at the
sam
me time. Thus each memberr was forced to
o think for
him
m/herself insteaad of followinng the others estimation.
Aftter a debate abo
out technical oppinions, the speecific times
for each task were
w
agreed onn. The estimations were
reg
gister on an exccel chart similar
ar to that on Fig
gure 3. The
objjective of this planning was:

Involve each member in eveery task.

Obtain each
h member ow
wn view with
hout being
affected by th
hat of the experrt.

Solve confliicts prior to development. Exploring
possible inco
onvenients and aanticipating sollutions.

Discuss techn
nical aspects inn each task.
Share experieences.


Initial Baccklog of the prroduct
The Produuct Backlog waas developed fro
om interviews w
with
the Produuct Owner andd key people interested in the
project; thhe main objectiive was to havee all the neces sary
informatioon about the Buusiness Case. Then, it was creaated
a list withh all the requirrements or funcctionalities rankked;
these weree obtained from
m an immediatte need analysiis of
the businness. This staage was characterized for the
difficulty tto conciliate obbjectives; manaage different coodes,
from part of the compaany technicianss and the Prodduct
Owner. Beefore the planniing meeting of the first Sprint,, the
working tteam created a requirement list based on the
needs expoosed by the Prooduct Owner.
Team’s in
nitial working speed
s
In order too estimate the team's
t
working
g speed, first it was
determinedd how many avvailable hours each
e
team mem
mber
had duringg the 15 days of
o the Sprint [5]]. A total of 1001, 5
weekly hoours was obtainned, considering
g that the 100%
% of
total hourrs are not worrked entirely. It was decidedd to
implementt a dedication factor (percen
ntage of effecctive
work to bee done). Its vallue was determ
mined in 40% baased
on work eexperiences on current publicaations [5], that iis to
say, it wass stablished an efective work time
t
of 81, 2 hoours
for the 155 days duratioon of the Sprin
nt. Thus the teeam
way
agreed to carry out their tasks in a morre appropriate w
according to their real cappacity.

Figu
ure 2. Planning Poker Cards

S
Sprint Plannin
ng
It is thee most imporrtant meeting in the SCR
RUM
applicationn; it is vital to devote the necessesary time tto it.
Upon the reached convenntions, deadlinees, estimations and
nce lies in the fact
deliverablees were defineed. Its importan
that it is thhe software deevelopment proccess starting pooint.
The results are exposed next:
n
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Lack of info
ormation aboutt the business logic when
facing a prob
blem.

Lack of com
mmunication wiithin the team.
Thiis problem wass tackled down by the implem
mentation of
a virtual
v
informatiion storage unitt, which was ass a common
spaace for exchange and updatee. More precisely, it was
Dro
opbox, in its free version, the tool that was used.
Dro
opbox is a file hosting servicee that offers clo
oud storage,
onlline file synchrronization as w
well as among computers
and
d it allows to share files and folders with otthers. Once
thee desktop clieent programmee was installeed, it was
posssible to leave any file in a given folder. That
T
file is
syn
nchronized in th
he cloud and in all the other deesktop units
of the
t Dropbox cliient.

Figure 3. Retuurn of scheduleed tasks
Sprints Construction
heir correspondding
The priorritized functionnalities and th
tasks (estim
mated in develooping hours) were
w assigned too the
first Sprinnt. To do this, the team’s dev
veloping speed and
the Sprint duration were considered.
c
Figure 4. Sprrint Burndown C
Chart (Partial Sprint)
S

Creation oof the Sprint board
b
With the aall necessary innformation, thee Sprint board was
built; it iss composed byy 4 sections. The
T first section
on is
about unfiinished tasks, thhe second one, about the assiggned
tasks, the third section shows
s
the finisshed tasks andd the
forth, reprresents the unnplanned tasks necessary for the
Sprint com
mpletion. In thhis board all the
t functionalitties,
their resppective tasks and
a
the Burnd
down graphic are
shown.
Post its off different shappes, sizes, and colours were uused
for the coomments and liists. These allo
ow a dinamyc and
agile use.

3. CONCLU
USION
Thee interdisciplinary links among Gradu
uates and
Eng
gineers in Sysstems and Graaduates in Adm
ministration
allo
owed to face SCRUM appplication not only
o
as an
isolated practice within PyM
MES and forr software
velopment, but also as an actioon inside the strrategic plan
dev
of it. The main objective
o
was tto initiate a formalization
pro
ocess in projects management and to develop
p a dynamic
org
ganizational stru
ucture that willl dispose the co
ompany for
futu
ure growing ph
hases.
It is
i considered th
hat the experiennce of using SC
CRUM was
ultiimately positivee. A complete aand adapted app
plication of
all the practicees was carrie
ied out, invo
olving the
ganization actors compreheensively. The planning
org
misstakes made during
d
the firrst Sprint serv
ved as an
imp
portant feedbacck in order to rreplan the followings. The
firsst stages mean
nt an increaseement in the productive
effi
ficiency, proving that it iss possible to
o apply a
meethodology thaat would speeed up manageement and
opttimize costs, an
nd also generatte software witth dynamic
req
quirements.
On
ne of the most evident outcom
mes of the app
plication of
thiss practice was the involvemen
ent of the people with the
pro
oject and with the company’ s objectives; exteriorized
e
thro
ough a high lev
vel of commitm
ment and particip
pation from
parrt of each memb
ber in the plannning, design and
d execution
stag
ges.
Thee fact of rotatting the SCRU
UM Master ro
ole may be
fav
vorable for the future as it enccourages indep
pendence in
casse of absence of any participan
ant whether tem
mporarily or
perrmanently, allow
wing reassignm
ment of the role.
On
n the other hand,
h
the Burrndown graphiic allowed
obsserving the imp
provement in thhe estimation, contributing
c
to facilitate the completion
c
of any action when reality
viates from plan
nning. Besides,, it gives the teeam an idea
dev
abo
out its status as regards commiitment.

Daily Worrk
At the begginning of the day, the devellopers selectedd the
tasks to bbe done, chooosing freely, according
a
to ttheir
importance from the unnfinished task group. Each one
chose the task they felt more comforttable with, wriiting
their namees and putting them
t
onto the completed
c
taskks as
they finishhed. In each daiily meeting the information onn the
board was updated.
Sprint Coompletion
At the mooment of endingg each Sprint, th
here was a moddule
of the finnal deliverablee product. Besides, there waas a
meeting oof retrospectivve. In that meeting
m
the teeam
discussed the Sprint reesults, analyzin
ng the Burndoown
graphic (F
Figure 4), deteermining the ch
hanges to be ddone
onto the next one, ass to increase the productivvity,
correcting inaccuracies annd suggesting improvements.
The bigggest detected problem wass linked to the
underestim
mation, in worrking hours, off the broke doown
tasks in thhe first Sprints, testing, changees in the data bbase,
correction, and functionnalities demonsstration. This was
o experience in
i estimation. T
This
due to thee team’s lack of
led to delaays in tasks com
mpletion.
On top oof this, there was
w inconveniient when solvving
problems dderived from:
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After the continuous application of the exposed model, it
could be appreciated that when the team moves forward
faster than expected, it must consider, in the Sprint
planning stage, the estimation of more tasks in order to
continue working. Likewise, if the team falls behind,
because of a wrong estimation of the tasks, there is the
possibility to cancel the Sprint and to plan again, this time
with more accurate data.
Experience was acquired in the breakdown or itemization
of tasks, and also the team’s communication capacity was
powered.
The process of adapting this practice to the company’s
own structure and culture was a right decision that will
allow in the midterm, adopting SCRUM fully, including it
to the organization in a natural way.
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